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Lady Farmer from North Cotabato Wins
2015 Gawad Saka Search

Editorial
By: Ferdie H. Corpuz
OF WORDS, INITIALS, AND
ACRONYMS……..
Next year, 2016, is an election year and
a national one, involving a change in
the country‘s leadership. During such
period the atmosphere is awash with
catchy slogans, political party battle
cries, acronyms representing party or
other affiliations, and abbreviations
craftily composed to bring in the votes.
Well, these are not what we‘d like to
bring in here, actually, but the
semblance may well be caught as
fishes are.
The ordinary SRA employee wades into
these words as his/her daily fare, and
thus ―traffic‖ or ―gas price increase‖
may not excite him anymore. When
something affects you to benumbing
levels you may actually be just
oblivious to it—who cares? But throw
in PBB or ERIP, or RatPlan and
everybody‘s attention is captured--instantly and un-dividedly. It‘s just
normal that one‘s attentiveness is
further enhanced when he/she sees a
flicker of light at the end of the tunnel,
or a shining sun at the back of the
rainclouds.
The frontline Extensionist, or MDO has
to grapple with ‗block farms‘ in the
course of his district‘s daily grind. He is
constantly beholden to his GPS as he/
she rounds the farm boundaries and
limits, and determine likely sites for
AWS and where to place STW‘s. He/
she has to shepherd his/her JA‘s (and
always be mindful of their JO‘s, lest
(Continued on p. 8)

Definitely, the annual
Gawad Saka Awards
is one vital agriculture
event as it honors the
best in the various
fields in the industry,
including sugarcane,
which is always hotlycontested. Looking
back, adjudged
winners for this
category were simply
considered the “cream
of the crop” who were
able to register impressive production
in spite of challenges along the way.
Overcoming the stumbling blocks with
determination, hard work and positive
disposition, they are truly worthy of the
recognition.

invest for more expansions
materialized and in the following year,
they expanded their farm and tilled a
total of 2 has in the next and 5
hectares the year after.

This year, three competent nominees
vied for the title. They are from
Cagayan, North Cotabato, and
Pampanga. Each is qualified for the
title but after meticulous screening and
evaluation, Ms. Gerlie Adug from
Marbel, Matalam, North Cotabato
romped off with the prestigious award
which she personally received during
the Gawad Saka’s formal awarding
ceremonies at the Philippine
International Convention Center.

From their production, they were able
to acquire a hauler truck for their
produce. These days, they till a total of
20 hectares and own several
equipment such as: forward truck, elf
truck, tractor and service pick-ups. It’s
really a sweet fruit for all their labor.
What’s good about Gerlie and her
family, despite their leap in status, they
still continue to find ways on how to
improve their productivity. In fact, they
still visit the MDDC office for pieces of
advice until now.

Gerlie believes that nothing beats
drive, dedication, action and hard work
in pursuing one’s dream. These are
core factors for victory which she
applied to reach her current stature.

Crop Year 2013-2014 gave them the
chance to acquire newer varieties, like
PSR 2000-171 which now serves as
their nucleus seed pieces for their
newly-rehabilitated farms.

Originally, their family owned an area
of just 0.75 has. This served as their
nucleus for cane points for future
expansion. At that time, sugarcane
was a very popular crop in their
Barangay since it is near the sugar
mill. As years went by, their interest to

Given her success story, it is clear that
Gerlie is deserving of the distinction
accorded upon her and is a living
inspiration to fellow sugarcane farmers
to dream big.– Joseph Peter Gonzales
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Dummy companies ship
apprehended sugar
A total of 4,739 MT of imported sugar
were shipped into the country
apparently through dummy companies
wherein the said commodity was
declared as general merchandise and
have no import clearance released by
the Sugar Regulatory Administration
(SRA).
In a report by the Licensing and
Monitoring Division (LMD), the
apprehended imported refined sugar
in different container vans were
approximately in 550 Lkg bags/
container consigned to Silver Crown
Centennial, Rainbow Holdings, AMC

The media interrogates Deputy Commissioner Jessie D. Dellosa of the
Bureau of Customs during
an inspection
sugar at the Manila
(SRA Participates.
. . fromofp.smuggled
2)
International Container Port. Looking on are Mr. Louie Malagkit, LMD
Chief and Atty. Gerry dela Cruz of the SRA Legal Department.

Royale Enterprise, New Dawn, Blue Chelsea Enterprise,
Rainbow Holding, Inc., Global Classe Mktg. Commercial
Corp, Strong Winds Enterprises and Real Top
Enterprises. Only Silver Crown Centennial Marketing and
Rainbow Holding, Inc. were found registered in the
website of the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) while the other companies mentioned were not
available. The SRA also confirmed that these companies
are not registered sugar traders and no import permits
were issued.
The AMD Royale Enterprise and its broker were charged
before the DOJ for violating the Tariff and Customs
Code of the Philippines.

Fight vs. Sugar Smuggling

The LMD Team together with some SRA Laboratory
Chemists conducted inspections and sampling of the
apprehended sugar for laboratory analysis to determine
its quality and safety.
Based on its initial inspection, there were no visible
signs of moisture intrusion. To be able to dispose all
shipments, the BOC requested SRA for floor price which
the latter put at P1,500.00, excluding the Clearance Fee
of P33.00/bag.
To date, the apprehended sugar in the said container
vans are waiting for auction while the others are
scheduled for laboratory analysis to make sure that it is
safe for human consumption. – Mafi R. Ramos

With the alarming sugar smuggling situation in the country,
Customs Commissioner Alberto Lina directed all Bureau of
Customs (BOC) officials and employees to extend
assistance to the Sugar Alliance of the Philippines (SAP)
represented by SAP President Manuel Lamata and SRA
representative and LMD Chief Louie Malagkit to act as
industry expert advisers of the Office of the Commissioner
on matters relating to sugar importation. Photo shows SAP
President Lamata (fifth from left), BOC Commissioner Lina
and SRA Administrator Ma. Regina Bautista-Martin (6th
from left) with other officials and employees of the BOC in
a meeting where a Memorandum of Agreement was signed
deputizing SAP and SRA to work with BOC to prevent
sugar smuggling. –Mafi R.Ramos
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P13M worth of smuggled sugar seized
The Bureau of Customs (BOC) seized P13M
worth of smuggled Thailand sugar found recently in eight (8) x 40 footer container vans
wherein shipment was allegedly consigned to
Realtop Enterprises whose identity per verification is fictitious.
The shipments which were declared as school
and office supplies and children’s toys came
from eight different shippers, arrived on different dates, but consigned to the same importer.
In view of the said incident, the Licensing and
Monitoring Division (LMD) headed by Mr.
Louie Malagkit coordinated with Captain Jesus
Francisco Gutierrez of the Manila International
Container Port (MICP) regarding the said container vans carrying undeclared sugar with
sugar markings Banpong Sugar Co., LTD and
Nakornphet Sugar LTD both with production
date of January 2015 and Expiry Date of January 2017.

Incidentally, the LMD Team together with
some SRA Laboratory Chemists conducted inspection and sugar sampling on the said sugar
for laboratory analysis to determine its quality
and safety. In its initial inspection, there were
no visible signs of moisture intrusion inside
the eight (8) container vans.
From a report by GMA-7, Captain Gutierrez
suspects that the movement was meant to allay suspicions of sugar smuggling since
Hongkong is not a sugar exporting state. “This
is a well- orchestrated and well-planned shipment,” he said.
He further explained that the sugar originated
from Thailand but was first brought to
Hongkong before arriving at the Manila port.
The 40-footer container vans were also a diversionary tactic since sugar is usually shipped
in 20-footers, Gutierrez added.–Mafi Ramos

SRA Laboratory Chemists conduct inspection and sampling of the smuggled sugar for analysis to
determine its safety and quality.
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2015 OPSI Trainings Successfully Staged
The Extension team headed
by Dr. Dina PadillaFernandez successfully
conducted its series of OPSI
(Outreach Program for the
Sugarcane Industry) for the
year starting with the
Bukidnon Mill District on
September 27-October 1,
2015 in which simultaneous
seminars were staged.
Six block farm groups namely,
the Kiburiao Sugarcane Farmers
Organization, Silangan Escaño
Workers’ Cooperative, Lasang
Block Farm, P4-MP, Ocaya
Actual Farmers Association and
the Tribal Organization of San
Jose trooped to the Valencia
Hotel in Valencia City,
Bukidnon for the three-day
training.
The OPSI team, which includes Mr. Joel Ronario,
Ms. Evelyn Estanislao, Mr. Adel Catuira, Mr.
Laverne Olalia and Ms. Judelyn Ga assisted by the
Bukidnon Mill District’s Junior Agriculturists
handled the simultaneous staging of the OPSI
seminar. Three venues were selected inside the
Valencia Hotel where two block farm groups were
joined together in a function room.
The pool of speakers made the rounds in the three
venues and took turns in the discussion of the
salient topics namely: World Sugar Market and the
Philippine Sugarcane Industry, SIDA & Block
Farm Project, Knowing the Sugarcane Plant, Soil
& Nutrient Requirements of Sugarcane, Pests &
Diseases of Sugarcane, Establishing Nursery
Farms, Planting Sugarcane, Care & Maintenance,
Harvest & Post-Harvest Operations and SC
Technology for Climate Change Adaptation.

Sr. Science Research Specialist Ms. Evelyn
Estanislao and Agriculturist Adel Catuira
delivering their lectures before OPSI
participants.

OPSI participants are all-ears as the
pool of lecturers take turns in
discussing their respective topics.

The event was made even
more fruitful with the
presence of Mr. Felix Berou,
2014 Gawad Saka winner as
Outstanding Sugarcane Farmer. The OPSI team
deemed it best to invite him and have him share
his vast experience as well as his success formula
to the participants. Mr. Berou proved to be an
engaging speaker and obviously inspired the
attendees as he injected humor and practicality in
his talk.
While the simultaneous OPSI trainings were
taking place at theValencia Hotel, Mr. Olalia
staged a seminar for crop inspectors in the district
at the Bukidnon Sugar Milling Corporation
(BUSCO) in Quezon. There, the Sugarcane
Industry Development Act (SIDA) was also
presented and discussed which enlightened the
attendees.
The PENSUMIL district followed suit from
October 6-9, 2015 with two OPSI trainings given
in Tinangis and Guinaban Ocampo, Camarines Sur
while the Tarlac leg had two separate dates: the
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Tarlac MDDC Reactivated

CADP and BAFESPA sign new
milling contract
A new milling contract was signed between the
Central Azucarera Don Pedro (CADP) sugar mills
represented by Mr. Arcadio S. Lozada Jr. , COO
and the Batangas Federation of Sugarcane
Planters Association Inc. (BAFESPA, INC)
represented by its Chairman Mr. Cesar Unson.

Representatives of various stakeholders during the meeting whose main objective is to reactivate the operation of
the Foundation.

In line with the foreseen projects to be done for the
implementation of the Sugarcane Industry
Development Act of 2015, the Sugar Regulatory
Administration (SRA) recommended the active
participation of the Mill District Development
Committees in every mill district. Said committees
will serve as focal point of development in the mill
district level and will have an active participation in
the implementations of the projects.
With this call, the members of the Tarlac Mill
District’s three (3) planters associations, namely:
CATPA, ASUCAL and NCPAT/NCPC, together with
the mill (CAT), PHILSURIN and SRA initiated a
meeting on October 8, 2015 at Max’s Restaurant in
San Miguel, Tarlac City. The purpose of the meeting
was to reactivate the operations of the Foundation to
serve the small farmers of the mill district.
Amendments of the By-laws and the Article of
Incorporation shall be done and a new set of officers
shall be elected. - Joel Ronario

The official signing was witnessed by
representatives of the different sugarcane
planters associations, representatives from CADP
and other sugarcane stakeholders in Batangas.
Under the new contract, the sharing will be 67%
planters share and 33% mill share.
The momentous event was held at the CADPI
Compound, Lumbangan, Nasugbu, Batangas on
October 15, 2015.

The signing of the new milling contract between
CADPI and BAFESPA.

(Mindanao Region. . .from p 6)

expecting that more assistance from the government
will be given to the farmers. Mitigating measures like
shallow tube wells, water impounding, cloud seeding
and other related measures were discussed and noted.
The activity gave awareness and cleared issues of
concern by the participants and the media. The DA
promised that more press conferences will be
conducted in the future as a token of transparency of its
programs.

Representatives from various DA attached agencies
listen intently during the press conference.
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persistent issue raised during the discussion was about
the variations in the PS/TC.

EWA Seminars Conducted
For the last quarter of 2015, four EWA seminars were
staged by the Sugar Regulatory Administration (SRA)
at the Bukidnon Mill District.
Said undertaking was headlined by Mr. Wilfredo
Mapano (MDO) together with agriculturists Mr.
Arthur Saludes, Mr. Ismael Braga and Mr. Alan
Buque. Along with their junior agriculturists, they
headlined each seminar and took turns in discussing
the following topics: a) Land Preparation, Planting,
Variety Programming and Climate Change; b)
Cultivation and Weeding, Pests and Diseases and their
Control; c) Soil Sampling, Fertilization and Liming;
and d) Harvesting and Ratooning.
The first batch was held on November 11, 2015.
Venue was the Bgy. Session Hall of Lumbo in
Valencia City with a total of 26 participants. Bgy.
Captain Rogelio Hera, Jr. delivered the opening
remarks. He thanked the SRA team for giving the
seminar which will truly be of help to his planterconstituents in increasing their productivity. Apart
from the topics lectured, a representative from
BUSCO offered his assistance to the attendees by
repairing their sugarcane farm roads using their own
graders. Besides that, GPS assistance from BUSCO
was encouraged as well.
The second batch of seminar was given on November
18, 2015 in Dologon, Maramag. A total of 30
participants arrived in the venue. Some important
issues and concerns raised include: farm-to-market
roads, HYV varieties at a lesser price per lacsa,
scarcity of human labor, unstable price of sugar and
higher cost of input (e.g. fertilizer).
The seminar for the third batch occurred on November
25, 2015 with San Jose, Quezon as venue. Some 17
attendees were present who were obviously delighted
with the additional knowledge they gained for the day.
One crucial concern uncovered during the Q & A
segment was about the farmers’ PS/TCs which yielded
different results in just one farm area and location.
The last leg of the EWA seminar happened at the
Upper Lilingayon Bgy. Hall in Valencia City on
December 10, 2015. With 24 participants, the event
proved to be successful. Apart from the lecture, the
junior agriculturists conducted farm profiling for those
planters who haven’t undergone such yet. The

COSUCECO’s
FREE CANEPOINTS PROGRAM
At present, the Cotabato Sugar Central Company, Inc.
(CSCCI) only lacks the needed cane supply as the mill
completed its rehabilitation efforts just recently. The
Gotianuns hope that the establishment of this sugar
mill will improve the living conditions of nearby
dwellers.
To keep the mill running at a profitable pace, the need
to campaign for more expansion was prioritized and
financing the sugarcane farms was given through crop
loans.Several planters availed of the loan packages
that resulted to an increase in the areas of plant cane
thereby improving the tonnage of our current estimates
than the previous crop year.
To further supplement the previous program, the mill
owners thought of drawing more sugarcane farm
expansions via a free cane point program for
expansion areas. The scheme will cater the needed
cane points for new areas. Those ratoon areas that are
willing to be rehabilitated as new plants will receive
half of the required cane points for free. The number of
laksa per hectare under the program is 4 laksa.
While other private nurseries in the area sold their
cane points at Php 4,500.00/laksa, the MDDC
maintained its price of Php 2,500.00/ laksa. Said price
has been set by the MDDC for its nursery’s cane point
distribution project for several years now. This is to
encourage more area expansion and for planters to
avail of good quality cane points which are diseasefree, pure and affordable.

Regional Management Committee
Meeting and Press Conference
Staged
The office of the Philippine Coconut Authority in
Aroman, Carmen, North Cotabato hosted a press
conference on October 2, 2015 which was attended by
the different attached agencies of the Department of
Agriculture. The main objective for staging the said
affair was to discuss the accomplishments of the DA
plus some other vital issues.
As the DA and its attached agencies are preparing for
the predicted long dry season, the different sectors are
(Continued on p. 5)
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Kinausap ni Adm. Martin si Sec. Mar Roxas para alisin
ang VAT sa asukal.

ni MANG TOM BAYAN
Nagkaroon ng El Niño Action Planning Workshop sa SRA
noong ika-2 ng Oktubre 2015. Dinaluhan ng mga MDO,
MDDC Chairmen at iba pang stakeholders ang
pagtitipong nabanggit.
Ipinaliwanag ng MDO ang scenario at problema ng
bawat Mill District at mungkahing solusyon upang ‗di
gaanong makapaminsala ang darating na tag-tuyot o El
Niño.
Upang magkaroon ng sapat na kaalaman sa pabagubagong panahon o Climate Change, magtatatag ng
automated weather stations sa mga strategic places ng
bawat Mill District.
Iminungkahi din ang Cloud Seeding Operation upang ‗di
gaanong makapaminsala ang El Niño sa tubuhan at iba
pang mga halaman.
Maglalagay din ng STW o Shallow Tube Well sa iba‘t
ibang lugar na may tubuhan. Ang pondo na gagamitin
dito ay magmumula sa budget ng SIDA.
Iminungkahi din ang green manuring, paggawa ng
organikong pataba, paglalagay ng distillery slop at hindi
pagsisilab ng tubo bago anihin upang ipa-ilo.
Mapasama sana ang pagdi-develop ng bagong uri ng
tubo na matibay sa tag-init.
Ang paglalagay ng bulok na mudpress sa lupa ay
makatutulong sa conservation of soil moisture kung
mababa ang panahong walang ulan.
Mas mabuti kung malalim ang land preparation upang
mapaganda ang sibol ng tubong itatanim.

********
Ang tema ng ika-41 anibersaryo ng Batangas Integrated
Sugar Planters Multi-purpose Cooperative (BISPMPC) ay
tungkol sa Climate Change na pinamagatang
―Pinagbuting Pamamaraan sa Nagbabagong Kalikasan
ng Industriya ng Pagtutubuhan.‖ Ito ay ginanap noong
ika-12 ng Nobyembre 2015 sa Bluroze Farm, Lipa City.
Ipinakilala ni Mr. Pablito Sandoval ang natatanging
panauhin na si Adm. Ma. Regina Bautista-Martin ng SRA.
Sinabi ni Ka Lito na dapat tularan ang huli na may
tubuhan at ang pangkaraniwang ani ay 100 tons/ha. na
may 2.20 LKg/TC.

Sa Inspirational Message ni Adm. Martin ay sinabi niya na
nararapat pasalamatan si Cong. Mark Llandro Mendoza
ng 4th District ng Batangas dahil sa tulong niya ay
napabilis na maging batas ang Sugarcane Industry
Development Act of 2015.
May magandang kinabukasan ang industriya ng
pagtutubuhan dahil sa tulong ng gobyerno. May pondo
ang batas na nakalaan para sa pagpapa-unlad ng
tubuhan gaya ng Block Farm, Infrastructure, Irrigation,
Human Resource Development, Socialized Credit
Program at iba pa.
Magtulung-tulong tayo para mapalaki pa ang
production.
Naririto ang SRA para tulungan ang sugarcane planters
na mapalaki ang kanilang production.
Sinabi naman ng panauhing pandangal na si Cong.
Dong Mendoza na dapat ay palakasin pa natin ang
industriya ng asukal dahil may nakalaang pondo na
halagang P2B ang SIDA sa pagpapaunlad nito.
Magkakaroon na rin ng boses ang sugarcane planters sa
panlalawigang sanggunian sa pananakahan na itatatag
sa Batangas upang dinggin ang mga hinaing ng mga
magtutubo.
********
Dahil bumaba ang produksyon ng asukal ngayong CY
2014-2015, kaya maaaring magmahal ng konti ang
asukal at molasses. Makababawi naman ang mga
planters na nag-iisip na magdagdag ng area ng taniman
ng tubo kapag tumaas ang presyo ng asukal.
********
Mas maganda ang industriya ng pagtutubuhan sa
Batangas dahil may itatayong distillery sa Balayan at Lian.
Magtatayo rin ng Ethanol mill sa karatig na bayan ng
Magallanes sa Cavite.
Makakapili na ng pagpapa-iluhan ang mga planters
kung saang mill sila higit na makikinabang.
********
Gumawa na ng kahilingan ang BISPMPC Board of
Directors noong November 26, 2015 tungkol sa Cloud
Seeding Operation sa lalawigan ng Batangas. Humingi
ito ng tulong pinansyal sa SRA upang mapigilan sa
sobrang epekto sa tubuhan ang darating na El Niño o
tag-tuyot.
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…….. and FAREWELLS

(Editorial … from p. 1)

complications occur!) in order to get an orderly district
AGP which is always requested by LBP. At the end of the
week a report to the ESD must be accomplished, more
importantly the CES which will be consolidated by the
RD&E OM for reporting to the Board come next board
meeting. And lest one forgets, SIDA projects must be
implemented and monitored through the MDDC‘s, and
necessarily reported to RSG of the PPD if one would not
want the COA and the DBM breathing down our necks!
Truly, one must be adept in the management of these 2to 4-letter initials and acronyms so that they don‘t get
mixed up. Imagine one‘s embarrassment being told off if
this happens. And at times, text lingo might complicate
matters up. A couple friend was asked through text if they
want to join a planned visit to a friend‘s house, where they
replied ‗SM kmi‘. The group went without them thinking
that they‘re busy malling, when they actually meant ‗sama
kami‘. Caution, as such may actually raise your BP.

(2015 OPSI Training . . from p. 4)

first one was from October 13-16, 2015 and the
second one was from October 27-30, 2015.
Meanwhile, the Pampanga Mill District also had
different dates for its two batches of OPSI
seminars: the first one was from October 26-29,
2015 and the second one from November 5-6,
2015. In Don Pedro, the training was staged from
October 20-23, 2015 while in Balayan, it was from
November 3-6, 2015.
For the Cotabato Mill District, their OPSI training
transpired from November 10-12, 2015. The last
leg was in Davao which happened from November
24-26, 2015.
Generally, among the topics presented in all mill
districts, the following stood out as the
participants’ most-liked: Climate Change
Adaptation, Care & Maintenance, Harvest & Post
Harvest Operations, Nutrient Requirements and
Pests & Diseases. They wanted a much thorough
discussion though on fertilizer application, care
and maintenance and harvesting. In the end, they

The present crop season has just begun, but since this is
already the last quarter of the year, many things are
getting closer to a close. The calendar year ends in
December, and that‘s one closure everybody anticipates.
The next year being a national election year, the current
administration‘s term of office will terminate in June. And
with SIDA getting finally implemented, we will soon see the
end of times when the sugarcane industry is a pauper
when it comes to government support. Gone will be the
days when our industry gets last priority, if at all, when
soliciting assistance from national agencies. Finally, when
the RatPlan and ERIP will finally be approved, then that will
be ‗goodbye‘ for this Editor‘s government service. So, I bid
all MDB readers my goodbye-- it was always a pleasure to
have served all of you through this space. It is likewise an
honor that all of you have been part of my 38 years of
service in Philsucom and SRA. Through it all, the
sugarcane industry will always have an important place in
my heart – Ed.

expressed their pride and happiness because of the
additional knowledge gained. -Joseph Peter

Gonzales

